The following are examples of common citations in Chicago Style as the humanities style (a note first, followed by a bibliographic entry). For more examples and of the author-date style, consult The Chicago Manual of Style, 16th ed.; it is available for checkout and at the Reference Desk (REF Z253.U69 2010). Also available is the Chicago Manual of Style Online, http://vufind.carli.illinois.edu/vf-isu/Record/1533614.

BOOKS

ONE AUTHOR


TWO OR MORE AUTHORS


CORPORATE AUTHOR


EDITOR OR COMPILER


EDITION OTHER THAN THE FIRST


CHAPTER IN A BOOK


ARTICLES

JOURNAL ARTICLE - ONE AUTHOR


JOURNAL ARTICLE - TWO OR MORE AUTHORS


MAGAZINE


NEWSPAPER


DAILY NEWSPAPER, NO AUTHOR


ELECTRONIC SOURCES

PROFESSIONAL OR PERSONAL WEB SITES


ELECTRONIC BOOKS


ARTICLES FROM ELECTRONIC DATABASES*


ONLINE SCHOLARLY JOURNAL ARTICLES


OTHER SOURCE TYPES

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATION


BLOG POST


ONLINE VIDEO


INTERVIEWS, EMAIL, AND OTHER PERSONAL COMMUNICATION

N: Jonathon Smith, e-mail message to author, January 4, 2012.

Note: These types of sources are rarely included in the bibliography. Cite in the text or note.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

*For articles from electronic databases use the DOI in place of URL if available

Citing Sources - Milner Web Guide
http://illinoisstate.libguides.com/citing/chicago

Chicago Manual of Style Online
http://vufind.carli.illinois.edu/vf-isu/Record/isu_1533614

Purdue OWL - Chicago Guide
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/717/01/